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INTRODUCTION

The possible host minerals for Al in the Earth’s lower mantle
are debated, especially as related to the fate of the subducting
slab in the lower mantle (Madon et al. 1989; Ahmed-Zaid and
Madon 1991; Irifune et al. 1991; Irifune 1994; Funamori et al.
1998; Hirose et al 1999; Miyajima et al. 1999). Recent high
pressure and high temperature experiments indicate that a sig-
nificant amount of aluminium can be incorporated into
(Mg,Fe)SiO3 perovskite (Ahmed-zaid and Madon 1995;
Kesson et al. 1995; Irifune et al. 1996). However, it is not clear
what other phases could host large amounts of Al in the lower
mantle and how these might be related to the bulk chemistry
of the subducting slab.

The phase equilibrium study of the system MgAl2O4-
CaAl2O4 (Akaogi et al. 1999) produced a new high-pressure
phase (CaMg2Al6O12) with hexagonal symmetry in the inter-
mediate composition of this system. The X-ray diffraction
(XRD) pattern of the CaMg2Al6O12 suggests that its structure
differs from that of the calcium ferrite phase. This paper pre-
sents the crystal structure of this phase determined by a newly
developed program for crystal structure analysis using the com-
bined methods of Monte Carlo and R-factor, and refined with
Rietveld Analysis. Characteristics of the structure are com-
pared to other related high-pressure structures, and its impli-
cations as the major host phase for Al in the lower mantle are
discussed.

SYNTHESIS AND X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDY

The starting material was prepared from a mixture of high-
purity reagents of CaCO3, Mg(OH)2, and α-Al2O3 in the molar
ratio 0.35:0.65:1.00, and was heated at 1000 °C, for 10–15
hours. Powder XRD showed that the heated sample was a mix-

ture of MgO, CaO, and α-Al2O3 with small amounts of MgAl2O4

spinel and CaAl2O4 stuffed tridymite. A 6–8 type multi-anvil
apparatus at Gakushuin University was used to synthesize the
high-pressure phases. The powdered starting material was
packed into a sample chamber in the central part of a cylindri-
cal Pt furnace placed in the MgO octahedron. Temperature was
measured with a Pt/Pt-13%Rh thermocouple in contact with the
outer surface of the furnace. Pressure was calibrated at room
temperature using pressure-fixed points. The sample was held
at 21.8 GPa and 1200 °C for 2 hours, and then quenched
isobarically (Akaogi et al. 1999). X-ray powder diffraction data
were collected on a diffractometer with CrKα radiation (45 kV,
250 mA), using a step scanning method with a 2θ range of 15°
to 145°. The step size was 0.01° and the count time was 5 s/
step. The X-ray intensity was counted after monochromatization
by pyrolytic graphite. The observed powder diffraction pattern
showed a new phase with trace amounts of CaAl2O4 with the
calcium ferrite structure. The XRD pattern of the new phase is
similar to that of CaAl2O4 although some of the peaks differ. In
particular, the d-values and relative intensities of several strong
diffraction peaks of CaMg2Al6O12 resembled that of CaAl2O4,
suggesting that the fundamental atomic arrangements are simi-
lar in both structures. Microprobe analysis indicated that the
composition of the new phase was Ca0.33Mg0.67Al2O4 or CaMg2

Al6O12. The powder XRD pattern of the new phase was suc-
cessfully indexed to a hexagonal lattice with cell parameters a
= 8.7616(2) and c = 2.7850(1) Å (Akaogi et al. 1999). The ob-
served and calculated d-values and indexes are listed in Table 5
in Akaogi et al. (1999).

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

Structure model construction

The number of formula units CaMg2Al6O12 per unit cell, Z =
1, was derived from the observed cell volume, yielding a spe-* E-mail: hiro@ep.sci.hokudai.ac.jp
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ABSTRACT

The crystal structure of CaMg2Al6O12, a new high-pressure phase synthesized at 21.8 GPa and
1200 °C using a multi-anvil apparatus, was solved by a newly developed structure program and
refined by Rietveld analysis of the powder X-ray diffraction profile. The structure is hexagonal with
cell constants a = 8.7616(2) and c = 2.7850(1) Å, and space group P63/m. The structure of this phase
contains double chains of edge shared AlO6 octahedra running along the c axis. Three double chains
share corners to form sixfold positions in which octahedrally coordinated Mg atoms reside. The
large Ca atoms are randomly distributed at ninefold sites with half-occupancy in the hexagonal
tunnel. Previously reported Al-rich silicate phases could possibly have the same structure. This struc-
ture could thus qualify as one of the possible major host phases for aluminum in the lower mantle.


